It has been the prevalent idea among orientalists that Islamic historical and religious literature appeared from the early-third century A.H. onwards and reflected the political and religious divisions in the Islamic community. In this book, Motzki goes against this idea and suggests that that early Islamic literature can be dated to the end of the first and the beginning of second centuries A.H. Motzki develops this thesis by studying Ibn 'Abbas' traditions that have been considered suspect by the Western researchers for he lived with the Prophet Muhammad for a limited time.
of Zayd b. Thabit," and 4. His isnad possibly extended sometimes back to Ibn 'Abbas (p. 37) . In order to eliminate vagueness in a tradition that Ibn Ishaq mentioned to his informant as haddathani ba 'd ahl al-'ilm Ibn Ishaq's disciples are not different. This is likely to stem not from the disciples having copied from each other and leaving this out of the isnad, but rather from the fact that in the generation of Ibn Ishaq's disciples, the writing-down of orally-transmitted texts was much more prominent than in the previous generation (p. 111).
There are some aspects of the work which are weak. First of all, it is very strange that the author never mentions historians' practice of collective isnad (known as talfiq al-isnad) in the book. While the hadith scholars evaluate the traditions from each narrator independently and record the wordings belonging to them carefully, the historians mention more than one name in the isnad while giving the information they got from many narrators and presenting the texts from them in a more complicated way.
Many of Ibn Ishaq's isnads, which are handled in Motzki's work, show the traces of the differences in isnad use, which is the most basic debates of the historians and the hadith scholars in the second and third centuries (for example see p. 62). If Motzki can focus on the difference between the hadith scholars and the historians as regards the use of isnad, he could have formulated more reasonable explanations about complete isnads and incomplete isnads. Some expressions in the book give the impression that there is no thought given to the meanings of isnad's nature and expressions (sigha). For example, according to the author, isnad "indicates from whom the source's author received the text, and in turn, from whom the informant has the text, etc., down to the alleged first narrator of the text" (p. 17). However, there is no distinction between expressions of "haddathana" or "akhbarana" which indicate apparently to the text and expression of "'an" which is not clearly indicate the text. Some comments in the work are properly justified. For example, the author's claim that a certain narrator, whose father is named "Abu Muhammad," is not Arab In the work, there are some editorial problems relating to the correct transliteration of the Arabic phrases. (For example, "muhajir" as "muhajar" (p. 67), "qala jami 'an" as "qala jami'an" (p. 89), "'unuqaka" as "'unqaka" (p. 93), "rajazahu" as "rajzahu" (p. 117), "talawa" as "tulawa" (p. 118), "rawayna or ruwwiyna" as "ruwiyana" (p. 119, fn. 263).) Some of these types of errors are about the correct determination of the narrators' names. For example, the name written as "Ibn Rahweyh" (p. 116) should be "Ibn Rahawayh" or "Ibn Rahuyah." The person who is mentioned as "Ghundar b. Ja'far" (p. 3) is actually Muhammad b. Ja'far, who has a nickname of "Ghundar." One name is written in two forms as "Salâm b. Mishkam" (p. 53) and "Sallâm b. Mishkam" (p. 63, 64, 127) . And sometimes, there is no writing standard like these writings: "mundhu bid'in wa-arba'in" (p. 83) and "mundhu bid' wa-arba'in" (p. 86). As an example of the problems regarding the wrong transliteration of Arabic expressions, the wrong mentioning of two verses can be given. Two German words have been ignored in the translation of the work: on page 119, "Koran" and on page 124, "Sa'id b. Jubayr und 'Ikrima."
The author misses the nature of the sigha "haddathana" which directly refers to the text and translates "haddathana" and "'an" as "transmitted to us" (p. 25, 29). In the work, the translation of the expressions of belag style is wrong. As a matter of fact, the expression of "fima belagani" is translated incorrectly as "according to my information" (p. 51) and "balaghani 'an" is translated incorrectly as "I heard from" (p. 88).
Some of the death dates in the book are inaccurate. The death of Ibn Shabba is 262/876, not 226/840-1 (p. 9); the death of Ibn Kathir is 26 Shaban, 774 not 775/1387 (p. 27, fn. 13); the death of Abu Nu 'aym is 20 Muharram 430/22 October 1038, not 429/1038 or 430/1038-9 (p. 30, 111).
It is unfortunate that there is no index at the end of the book.
